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1. Introduction. This paper shows that if G and H are functions

from RXR to R such that 1—G^c>0, G and H are integrable and

have bounded variation on [a, b], f is bounded and f(x)^k

+ (LR)fxa(fH+fG) for xE [a, b] then
(1) if G^O and H^O, then f(x) £k JH (1+P)(1-G)-1 and

^ITa (1+PT)(1 — G)_1 is a solution of the inequality,

(2) ifl-|G| ^c>Oand/^0,then/(x)^/fen*(l + |P|)(l-|G|)-1,
and

(3) if k^O, the requirement 1—G^c>0 cannot be relaxed. Also a

Gronwall-type inequality is stated and proved for functions/, G and

H which have ranges in a normed ring.

The Main Theorem of Schmaedeke and Sell [3] is a special case

of Theorem 4 of this paper. The linear function J(f) defined by

Herod [2] is more general than the function J(f) = (LR)f(fH+fG)
defined above; however, there are linear functions (LR)Jl(fH+fG)

which will satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 4 but will not satisfy the

hypothesis of Herod's theorem.

2. Definitions and preliminary theorems. For detailed definitions,

see [l, p. 299]. All sum and product integrals (represented by the

symbol YLa G) are subdivision-refinement-type limits of appropriate

sums or products: (LR)fba(fH+fG)~f(x)H(x, y)+f(y)G(x, y),

(m)paGf~\[f(x)+f(y)]G(x, y), Hi (l+H)(l-G)->~[l+H(x, y)]
[l—G(x, y)]~l, etc. and it is understood that a^x<y^b; R is the

set of real numbers, and A is a ring which has a multiplicative element

1 and has a norm | • | with respect to which N is complete and 111 = 1;

/, u, v, G, H are functions from R or RXR to N. GEOA° on [a, b]

iff flG exists and fba\G-fG\ =0; GEOM0 on [a, b] iff U* (1+G)
exists for a^x<y^b and fa\(l+G)-]J(l+G)\ =0; GEOL°
iff linix-p- G(x, p), lim^p+ G(p, x), \imx,y^p- G(x, y) and limIty_,,+ G(p, x)

exist for pE [a, b]. The function G is bounded on [a, b] means there

is a subdivision {xi}l oi [a, b] and a number M such that if 0<i^n

and Xi-x^x<y^xt then | G(x, y)\ <M. A similar meaning is given

to each statement such as G>0 on [a, b], (1—G)_1 exists on [a,&],etc.
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Theorem 1. Given: f and h are functions from R to N and H, G and B

are functions from RYRtoN such that on [a, b], h has bounded varia-

tion, (1—G)-1 exists and is bounded, dh(l—G)~lEOA°, B — (l+H)

(I — G)_1, B — 1 has bounded variation and JJ" B exists for a^x<y^b.

Conclusion. The following two statements are equivalent:

(1) f(x)H(x,y) +f(y)G(x,y)EOA°andf(x) = h(x) + (LR)fa(fH+fG)
for xE [a, b]; and

(2) if a^x<y^b, then (L)fa\f(t) [B- U_B]\ =0 and f(y)
=/(*) \\lB + (R)fldh(l -O-^IKB.
This theorem is a special case of Theorem 5.1 [l, p. 310].

Theorem 2. If H and G are functions from RYR to N such that

HEOL°, GEOA° and G has bounded variation on [a, b], then GH and

HGEOA0 and OM° on [a, b]. Furthermore, if H has bounded variation

and HEOA° on [a, b] then JlGH= Z*es G(x~, x)H(x~, x)
+ G(x, x+)H(x, x+), where S is the subset of [a, b] such that xES iff G

has a discontinuity at x, G(a~, a)=0 and G(b, b+) = 0.

The proof of this theorem is given in §4.

If/, H, G are functions such that on [a, b],f, H, G have bounded

variation, HEOA°, GEOA°, and (1 — G)_1 exists and is bounded,

then (1— G)~lEOL° on [a, b] and it follows from Theorem 2 that

df(l-G)-\ H(l-G)-\ fH, (l+H)(l-G)-i-l = (H+G)(l-G)-1
EOA° and OM° on [a, b].

3. The principal results.

Theorem 3. H and G are functions of bounded variation from RYR

toR,cER, HEOA°, GEOA°, H^O, G^O and l-G^c>0on [a, b]
and u is a function from R to R such that u is bounded above on [a, b],

(LR)fba(uH+uG) exists and u(x) ^fxa(uH+uG) for xE [a, b].

Conclusion. If xE[a, b], then u(x)^0.

Proof. Assume the conclusion is false and let 5 be the subset of

[a, b] such that xES iff u(x) >0; then 5 is nonempty and has a great-

est lower bound p. Since

u(p) = (LR) f P (uH + uG) + (LR) f "_(uH + uG)
J a -I p

= (LR) r (ull + uG) = u(p)G(p~, p),
J P

then u(p) [l-G(p~, £)]^0and u(p)^0; furthermore, p<b.

Since H and G have bounded variation and since G(p, p+) < 1, then
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there is a number y,p<y^b,such that fl+H+fvvG<%[G(p, p+) + l].
Let M he the least upper bound for won [p, y ]; then there is a number

zE[p. y] such that u(z)>$M[G(p, p+) + l]. Hence,

u(z) ̂ (LR) f   (uH + uG) = (LR)( f *+ f   + f   J (uH + uG)

g u(p)H(p, p+) + MG(p, p+) + f   (MH + MG)

:g m( f  H + f g\ < hM[G(p, p+) + 1}< u(z).

This contradiction proves that u(x) ^0 for xE [a, b].

Theorem 4. Given: H and G are functions of bounded variation from

RXR to R, cER, HEOA°, GEOA° and 1-G^c>0 on [a, b] and f is
a function from R to R such that f is bounded above on [a, b], (LR)fl

(fH+fG) exists, k is a number and f(x)^k + (LR)f*(fH+fG) for
xE[a,b].

Conclusion. (1) If P^O and G^O on [a,b], then

/r» ̂  k n a + ma - g)-1 = k n a + m / n (i - o
a a ' a

iora^x^b. Furthermore, thefunction/(x) =&IIa~ (1 +P)(1 — G)~lis

a solution to the inequality.

(2) If cER, 1-|G| ^>0, (PP)/*(/|P|+/|G|) exists and /^0
on [a, b], then

f(x)^kfi(i+ |p|)(i- \G\ri
a

= *na+ |p|)/n(i- |gd
a 'a

for af^x^b.

Proof OF part 1. Suppose P^O and G^O on [a, b]. Since (1—G)_1

exists and is bounded on [a, b], it follows from Theorem 2 that

(1+H)(1—G)~1 — 1E0M° and has bounded variation on [a, b]. Let

v be the function such that v(x) =kUl (1 +H)(1-G)~1 for xE [a,b];

then v is bounded on [a, b]. It follows from Theorem 1(2—>1) that

v(x)=k+(LR)f*a (vII+vG). Let u=f-v; then, for xE[a, b],

u(x) ̂  (LR) J   [(/ - v)H +(f- v)G] = (LR) f\uH + uG).
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Since/is bounded above, then u is bounded above on [a, b] and, from

Theorem 3, u(x)^0; hence, f(x)^v(x)=k]Jl(l+H)(l-G)-1

= kJll(l+H)/lll(l-G), since lfc(l-G)*0. The second half of
part 1 follows because ^Ha(l+rP)(l — G)-1 is a solution of the equa-

tion /(*) = k + (LR)Jl(fH+fG).
Proof of part 2. Suppose l-|G|^c>0, (LR)Jl(f\H\+f\G\)

exists and/^0 on [a, b]. Since \H\ EOA° and |G| £04° and

/(*) ^k+(LR) fX(JH+fG)^k+(LR)  (\f\H\  +f\G\)

for xE [a, b], the desired inequality follows from part 1 above. Note

that if/ is quasicontinuous, it follows from Theorem 2 that (LR)fba

(f\H\+f\G\) exists.

Theorem 5. // H and G are functions from RYR to R, G(b~, b) ̂  1,

and M and k are nonnegative numbers, then there is a function f such that

f(x)^k + (LR)fxa(fH+fG) for xE [a, b] and f(b)>kM.

Proof. Let/be the function such that/ = Oon [a, b) andf(b)>kM.

Then

f(b) = f(b)G(b~, b) = (LR) f  (fH +fG)^k+ (LR) f  (fH + fG),

and, if xE[a, b), f(x)=0^k + (LR)fa(fH+fG).

Theorem 6. If M, k and c are numbers such that M>0 and c>0 and

H and G are functions from RYR to R such that G(b~, b)>l and on

[a, b] H and G have bounded variation, HEOA°, GEOA° and \ 1 — G\

> c, then there is a function f from R to R such that f(b) > | k | M and

f(x) ̂ k + (LR)JXfH+fG) for xE [a, b}.

Proof. Let/ be a function such that fW^kJlKl+ty^-O-'-
ior xE[a, b) and f(b) is a number such that f(b)>\k\M and

f(b)[G(b~, b)-l]+[(L)flfH+(R)ra-fG + k]>0. From Theorem 4,/
is a solution on [a, b). Also,

(LR) f  (fH+fG) = (L) f fH+ (R) f   fG +f(b)[G(b~, b) - l]
J a J a J a

+ f(b) + k-k>f(b)-k;

therefore,/ is a solution on [a, b].

In the following theorem, 4 and B denote the functions B

= (1+H)(1-G)-1 and A(p, q) = J\lB> p denotes a bound for 4 on
[a, b]; Q(x, y) =G(x, y)[l —G(x, y)]-1? and M(a, x) is the sum of the
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magnitudes of the discontinuities of Q on [a, b]. Note that A is a

normed ring and that the inequalities | G(x~, x)\ >1 and | G(x, x+)\

> 1 are permitted.

Theorem 7. Given: k>0,f is a function from R to N, G and H are

functions from RXR to N such that on [a, b]f, G and H have bounded

variation, GEOA°, HEOA°, and (1 — G)_1 exists and is bounded.

Conclusion.   If   \f(x)-(LR)fxa(fH+fG)\ <k  for  a^x^b,  then

|/(y) |   Sk[l + VlA + 2M(a,y)]

for a^y^b.

Proof. Let h he the function such that h(y) =f(y) - (LR)fya(fH+fG)
for a^y^b. Since/, H and G have bounded variation, then h has

has bounded variation. The function P —1 = (1+P)(1—G)_1 —1

= (H+G)(1—G)~1 has bounded variation and, from Theorem 2,

dHl-O-'EOA0, f(x)H(x, y)+f(y)G(x, y)EOA°, B-1EOM0, and
HVXB exists for a^x<y^b. Since f(y) =h(y) + (LR)fva(fH+fG), the
hypothesis of Theorem 1 (1 —»2) is satisfied and for a^y^b

f(y) =f(a)A(a, y) + (R) f "dh(l - G)~lA(t, y)
" a

= f(a)A(a, y) + (R) fdh[l + G(l - G)-']A(t, y)

= f(a)A(a, y) + (R) VdhA(t, y) + (R) f "dhG(l - G)~lA(t, y),
J a "a

and

f(a)A(a, y) + (R) fdhA(t,y)

= f(a) A (a, y) + h(t)A(t, y) " - (L) f '' hdA(t, y)

= f(a)A(a, y) + h(y)A(y, y) - h(a)A(a, y) - (L) f\dA(t, y)

= h(y)-(L) f\dA(t,y).
J a

From Theorem 2, it follows that \ (R)fvadh[G(l-G)-1A(t, y)]\

^2kM(a, y). Hence,
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\f(y) |   :=   Hy) - (L) f\dA(t, y) + (R) fVdh[G(l - G)"M(/, y)]

^ k + kVlA + 2kM(a, y) = k[l + VlA + 2M(a, y)].

If H(x, y) = G(x, y) = | [g(y) -g(x) ], then (m)ffdg = (LR)J(fH+fG),
(m)ffdg is a special case of (LR)f(fH+fG), and Schmaedeke and
Sell's Main Theorem [3, p. 1219] is a special case of Theorem 4.

Similarly, (R)Jfdg, (L)ffdg and the Riemann-Stieltjes integral are

special cases. If/ is left or right continuous on [a, b], then (D)ffdg

= (R)ffh or (D)ffdg=(L)ffG, respectively, where (D)ffdg is the
Dushkin integral [3, p. 1218]. Herod's linear function J(f) [2, p. 570]

is more general than the function J(f)(x, y) = (LR)f"(fH+fG); how-

ever, the results of Theorem 4 are better than Herod's results in the

sense that Theorem 4 permits / to have unbounded variation and

permits (LR)fx(fH+fG) to have discontinuities greater than 1. Note

that the function JTj; (l-|-rp)(l — G)_1 defined in Theorem 4 satisfies

each of the properties listed by Herod for the function m(x, y): m(x, y)

^l,m(x, y)m(y, z)=m(x,z) for x<y<z, and m(0,x) = l+j[m(0, ■)]

(0, x).

4. Proof of Theorem 2. In this section Theorem 2 and a necessary

lemma are proved.

Lemma. Given: H is a function from RYR to N, HEOL° on [a, b],

e>0,  and  S~  and  5+  are  subsets  of   [a,  b]   such  that  pES~  iff

|   lim   H(x, y) — H(p~, p) |   ^ e
z,v—*p~

and

PES+        iff |   lim   H(x, y) - H(p, p+) \   ^ e.
x,y—p*

Conclusion. (1) S~ and 5+ are finite sets and (2) there is a sub-

division |xj}o of [a, b] such that H is bounded on [xj_i, %,-] for i

= 1, 2, 3, ••• ,n.
Proof. Suppose S~ is an infinite set; then S~ has an accumulation

point qE [a, b] and there is a subset {#>«}" of 5_ and a sequence

{xn, y„}x of number pairs such that pn-^q~ and xn, yn-*q~ (or pn-*q+

and x„, yn—>q+) and such that \H(xn, yn)—H(p~, pn)\ ^e for n

= 1, 2, 3, ■•• . Since HEOV,

lim H(xn, yn) -  lim H(pn, pn)
n—»«= «—* *>

and
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0 =   lim   | [H(xn, y„) - H(p~, p„)] | £ e.
n—»»

Similarly, S+ is a finite set.

Since HEOL°, then H is bounded in a neighborhood of each point

of [a, b]. The covering theorem assures that there is a subdivision

which has the desired property.

Proof of theorem 2. Let e>0 and let M be the number and

A, B, C, D, E, Tt be the number sets defined as follows:

(1) A = {a,}o is a subdivision of [a, b] and Mis a number such that

if 0<i^r and <Z;_i:Sx<y^a» then  \H(x, y)\ <M.

(2) B = {bi}l is the subset of [a, b] such that pEB iff

lim   H(x, y) - H(p, p+)   ^ t/(8v"aG)
x,y—*p+

or

lim   H(x, y) - H(p~, p)   5; e/(8F*G).
x,v—*p

(3) C= {ci}\ and D= {di}{ are subsets of [a, b] such that Ci<b,<di

for i = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , s and

E (V"ct G + V%G) < e/8M
i

and | H(x, bi) -H(y, b{) | , | H(bu x) -H(bh y) \ and | H(x, y) -H(p, q) \

are less thane/ (8 V"aG) whenever x, y, p,qE [ct, bi) or x,y, p, qE(b,, d,].

(4) Ti= {tij}j for i—\, 2, • • • , s is a subdivision of [di, ci+l] such

that, ii tij^x<y^ti,j+x and t{j^p<q^ti,j+x, then | H(x, y) —H(p, q)\

<e/(8VlG).
(5) E= {z{}x is a subdivision of [a, b] such that if D'' = {y,j}i,j is

a refinement of P, then

Ei|G,- - £yGiy|  <e/8M,

• where G, = G(2i_i, 2j) and GtJ = G(yi,y_i, y,-;) and Zi_i^y;,,_i<y;ygZi.

Similar abbreviated notations are used in the following manipula-

tions.

Let D'={xij}i,j he a refinement of the subdivision K =

AKJBKJC\JD\JE[f\Ti= {Xi}i. In the following, £; depends on K;
^IjGh depends on D' and [x,_i, x»]; iEQ iff X;GP.
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/ -  2-i HijGij — HiGi
i        i

= Z #• ( Z Ga - G.) + Z (Bn - Hi)Gij
i \   i ' i

g Z I Bi | •   Z Ga -Gi+EI| (Bn - Bi)Gij |
i j ieQ   j

+ 2-i 2-i I (Bij — Hi) I | Gij I
i£Q   j

< M(e/8M) + Z Z bij | ff„ - Hi | | G,71

+ Z Z «.7 I Bn -Hi\\ Gij |   + (e/8VbaG)VbaG
ieQ   j

< e/8 + (e/8FaG)F«G + 2Af Z (^ G + vl+G) + t/6 < <=,
i

where a,y = l and bij = 0 provided iEQ and x,y is the largest element

of D' such that Xjj<x,- or Xy is the smallest element of P>' such that

Xtj>Xim, otherwise, a,-y = 0 and &,-,• = 1. Hence, HGEOA° and, similarly,

GHEOA°. It follows from Theorem 3.4 [l, p. 301 ] that HG and
GrPeOAf5.

Suppose AT has bounded variation and HEOA° on [a, b] and let g

and A be the functions such that g(x)=G(a, x) and h(x)=H(a, x);

then g and h are quasicontinuous and it follows from Theorem 3.1

[1, p. 300] that

CgH=  C(fG)(jB)=  fdgdh

+ [g(*+)-g(*)][/K*+)-A(z)]}.
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